The Institute on Aging (IOA) is located in the Clinical & Translational Research Building – **2004 Mowry Road, Gainesville FL, 32611**

**NOTE AS OF APRIL 1ST, 2019:** Due to upcoming renovations to our clinic space, will begin checking in participants at the front desk in the NORTH wing of the building.

Please call **352-273-9212** for additional directions or information.

From Archer Rd, **turn left onto Gale Lemerand Dr.** Get in the right lane. You will pass the Shands Medical Plaza and Wilmot Gardens on your right. At the **first intersection,** you will see our building on the NE corner. You have two options for parking, the front of the building or the garage adjacent to the building.

**To park in front of the building:** Turn **right** at the intersection (onto Mowry Rd) and then take the first left (before the energy plant). You will see the **YELLOW** signs on your left.

**To park in the garage:** Continue past the Mowry Rd intersection and make the **very first right** (small road in between our building and the garage). Turn **left** into the garage and then immediately **right.** You will see the **YELLOW** signs on your right.

**Do not go up any ramps in the garage – you will get a ticket.**
As you turn into the parking garage, you will see this sign on the **GROUND FLOOR**. Follow the arrow and park in **YELLOW** designated area only.

Please park at one of these **YELLOW** spaces on the **GROUND FLOOR** or in **FRONT** of the building (side facing energy plant).